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They are going to advice our clients into what is going to be best for them. Do you need a sample bottled
water business plan template? In view of that, our prices will conform to what is obtainable in the industry but
will ensure that within the first 6 to 12 months our products are sold a little bit below the average prices of
various bottled water production brands in the United States of America. It helps in the maintenance of proper
odor and taste of the water. Aon Infrastructure Solutions. Workers will be given work according to their skills
8. Part of the fast moving consumer goods FMCG sector, bottled water is the segment to have shown
phenomenal growth of about 19 per cent in the recent year. Your location has to be close to water supply as
well as your market. The business is supposed to commence its operation on the 2nd of November , in
Mogadishu, Somalia. The mineral water sector in Somalia is relatively easy to inter because it is an open
market, where there are limited barriers to market entry. Promotion and Marketing Once you have identified
your target customers, study their expectations and create a marketing strategy on how you can meet their
needs. The fourth group of our customers is to be universities, schools, hospitals and etc. Water then passes
through the dosing pump-I where chlorine is added to kill the germs in the water. Thus creating a
corresponding need for bottled water; especially bottled mineral water. Everybody in our target market
location Our Competitive Advantage A close study of the bottled water production industry reveals that the
market has become much more intensely competitive over the last decade. Every Employee working in the
plant will have a set line of authority and defined regulations which he must follow. Growing awareness
among the people about the importance of mineral water. Bearing all these in the mind, we would like to
present here a business plan, this new business will commence on the 2nd of November  Emphasize key
advantages of our product. The best medium to use in marketing your business is television, magazines or
newspaper. You will have to pick a business name that has not been used before and visit the authorize office
in your city and get it registered. All the papers and document have been signed and submitted, the loan has
been approved and any moment from now our account will be credited with the amount. Many players
entering in the race. Water then passes through automatic washing, filling and capping plant. Water is essential
to life and it is just one of the commodities human beings cannot do without. There technical skills will be
checked before appointment. A very important advantage that Barwaqo Mineral Water has a quality control
that we offer We do not charge extra for the quality for the water provide, because we want our clients to feel
safe with our products, and feel like there is no other one that could do better than we do. Zimmerer, N. We
have detailed information and data that we were able to utilize to structure our business to attract the numbers
of customers we want to attract per time and also for our products to favorable compete with other leading
brands in the United States of America and Canada. High profit margin: Water, which is the major raw
material for complete production is readily available through a lot of sources. Quality not properly maintained
e.


